
No U in Data Teams

Mirroring the punitive management model where suddenly unexpected observations led, 
more often than not, to both negative evaluations and a humiliating censure, the testing mandates 
of NCLB exercised an identical practice by offering either monetary rewards, or degrading 
punishments, to schools where literacy or math scores had shown a notable gain or – much more 
reliably – an insupportable loss.

In a logical response, hoping to both garner compensation and avoid penalties through the 
decisive elevation of literacy and/or math scores, each year larger and larger segments of a low-
income school’s budget were funneled directly into the programs and personnel connected to 
these two now immovably state-tested subjects.  Soon enough, the funding required to engage 
both math and literacy consultants – self-promoting “experts” who then turned around to 
command the supplemental hiring of facilitators, supervisors, managers, specialists, coaches, 
testing personnel, data analysts and evaluators – boggled the mind.  

There were even, we learned as the years of a no-excuses testing passed?
Highly-paid consultants whose sole task was to initiate a financing for the repeatedly 

mandated acquisition of more consultants.
“Hey; have you noticed?” a teaching peer whispered as we found ourselves assembled 

inside yet another reform-mandatory, out-of-building, bad teacher retraining. “I just counted.  
This is a training for educators, right?  There are twenty-four teachers here.  But, look: there are 
thirty-seven people here who are not teachers.  

“My god,” she mused.  “How much does all of this cost?”
Intrigued by her comment, I thought back to a day when, after arriving late to yet another 

data team meeting inside our heavily reformed school, I had been informed, as I sat down, that 
most of the other teachers on our team had been diverted to an alternate assembly.  The only 
other educator in attendance, a shyly inexperienced young woman named Teresa, sat beside me 
as, confusingly, seven non-teachers, including an assistant-principal-in-training, two Language 
Arts coaches, a curriculum specialist, a testing-data technician, a subject facilitator and, well, I 
forget who the other guy was – perhaps a helpful custodian – all sat together for the full hour 
arguing the merits of a recently accumulated assessment data.  

Although our presence was kindly tolerated?
Neither Teresa nor I was asked to more than peripherally contribute our personal views.  

Teacher thinking – well, by now everyone was starting to grasp this.  Teacher thinking was 
always so damned protective.  

Resistantly guarded; frustratingly cautious – experienced educator opinions?  
Simply got in the way. 
Besides, as lowest-level, school-score-proven bad teachers; as the educators expected to 

stand in front of, and do our best to effectively instruct, enormous, hormone-imbued classes 
filled to overflowing with resistantly-wriggly, multi-ability kids – well, we weren’t really 
considered competent to be part of this statistically specific, and somehow vitally imperative, 
process.

It did make me wonder, however.  
In hard-hitting days; in days now so unbendingly dedicated to an über-modern, no-

excuses, test-based reform – were hugely expensive innovation-financed teacher development 
meetings being held out there where no teachers actually showed up... 

And no one noticed?


